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Abstract
While research in the learning sciences has spurred advancements in educational technology, the implementation of those learning resources in natural learning contexts advances teaching and learning. In this paper, two faculty members at the University of Central Florida used courseware generated with artificial intelligence as the primary learning resource for their students. The selection and enhancement of this courseware is contextualized for each course. Instructor implementation practices over multiple semesters are described and related to resulting student engagement and exam scores. Finally, benefits of the adaptive courseware are discussed not only for student outcomes, but the qualitative changes faculty identified and the impact that iterative changes in teaching practice had on instructors as well as students.
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Teaching and learning research are at the heart of moving educational practices forward, as it is knowledge of what works in natural learning contexts that benefits students. While there is enormous benefit in efficacy research that uses controlled experiments to produce results with high internal validity, effectiveness research that applies treatments to classroom settings provides external validity (O’Donnell, 2008). Both efficacy and effectiveness research have benefits, but effectiveness research is particularly beneficial for teaching and learning research as it is the application of a learning technology or pedagogical approach within a specific classroom that matters to the students learning in that instance. Effectiveness research in the classroom has generated new insights into teaching and learning with the rise of digital learning resources which generate a wealth of high-quality data (Goldstein & Katz, 2004; Singer & Bonvillian, 2013) that can provide valuable information to students, instructors, and researchers (Baker & Inventado, 2016). As noted by Koedinger et al. (2016), “the availability of process and outcome data from online courses makes it possible to investigate the generalizability of associations between learning method and outcomes” (p. 388). In this case, adaptive courseware was used as the primary learning resource, which generated engagement data that could be combined with exam grades and instructor observations to evaluate the effectiveness of this resource in their classrooms.

New learning technologies that are based in the learning sciences and able to generate new data insights are not a stand-alone solution for teaching and learning, but rather tools whose success depends on their implementation (Kessler et al., 2019; Sullivan et al., 2020). Implementation has long been an area of focus for the successful application of pedagogical interventions in the classroom (Fullan & Pomfret, 1977), and has been closely tied to effectiveness research (O’Donnell, 2008). Implementation in natural learning settings must also consider the contextual factors specific to each classroom setting, such as teaching model and modality, course subject, and student characteristics (Van Campenhout & Kessler, 2022). Effectiveness research in teaching and learning has the added benefit of identifying successful instructor strategies for implementation that can be put to practical use by other educators. In this paper, we present the implementation practices and student outcome results from two courses at the University of Central Florida wherein the faculty (and first authors) chose to use AI-generated courseware as the primary learning resource (Schroeder et al., 2021). The goals of this paper are to discuss the context for the use of the courseware, the implementation practices for each course across multiple semesters, and the resulting student courseware engagement and exam scores.

**Literature Review**

**Learn by Doing**

Courseware is a learning resource that integrates expository content with formative practice questions in short, objective-aligned lessons while also offering adaptivity and assessments within the flow of the student’s learning path. The primary learning strategy employed in the courseware used in this study is the integration of formative practice into the text at frequent intervals in a learn by doing method, as seen in Figure 1. Students can answer the questions, receive immediate feedback, and continue attempts if they were incorrect at first. Formative practice is well known to benefit learning across many contexts and for all students but is especially beneficial to students who struggle (Black & William, 2010). By providing
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students with practice that they can use while they study, these questions act as no-stakes practice testing, which was found to have high utility and broad applicability relative to other study methods (Dunlosky et al., 2013). This close integration of text with foundational practice engages students in a cognitive process to receive, organize, store, and retrieve information (Ertmer & Newby, 2013). From Piaget’s theory of cognitive development (1926) to more recent cognitive and constructive theories such as generative learning theory (Fiorella & Mayer, 2016), the role of the student as an active participant in the learning process is foundational to this learn by doing approach.

Figure 1
Automatically Generated Matching and Fill-in-the-Blank Questions Used as Formative Practice.

The application of this learn by doing method in online learning resources, such as the courseware described here, was studied at Carnegie Mellon University’s Open Learning Initiative. This learn by doing environment was found to accelerate learning, increase learning outcomes, and support learners in both asynchronous and instructor-led settings (Lovett et al., 2008). Koedinger et al. (2015) found that doing practice while reading had an average of six times the effect size on learning outcomes compared to solely reading. This learning science principle was called “the doer effect,” and follow-up research identified a causal relationship between doing this practice and higher learning outcomes (Koedinger et al., 2016). Causal doer effect research was replicated using courseware data from other natural learning contexts, extending the generalizability of results (Van Campenhout, Olsen, & Johnson, 2021). The doer effect has also been found when accounting for student prior knowledge and demographic characteristics, showing its utility for all learners (Koedinger et al., 2015; Van Campenhout et al., in press).

Instructor Implementation. Yet even though spending more time completing activities has a larger impact on learning outcomes than spending more time reading, students often
underestimate the value of practice and overestimate the value of reading (Carvalho et al., 2017). In addition to student perception of practice, while instructors assign textbooks with the goal that students will read the assigned sections, it is known that students often do not use the textbook as intended (Fitzpatrick & McConnell, 2008). The learning science-based approach of the courseware itself does not guarantee that it—like traditional textbooks—will be used as intended by instructors. This is when the combination of platform data and instructor intervention is key. The combination of text and formative practice offers instructors a practical means by which to monitor student engagement and learning within courseware. Data dashboards with learning analytics on student engagement and performance act as a type of “course signal” for instructors that can be used for intervention and has been shown to increase retention in courses (Arnold & Pistilli, 2012; Baker, 2016). In this learning environment, the platform provides the data analytics but relies on the instructor to interpret and act appropriately based on the context of their teaching and learning environment (Baker, 2016; Van Campenhout & Kessler, 2022). The proper utilization of the educational environment and the learning technology together should produce better results than either could produce on its own (Ritter et al., 2016).

O'Donnell (2008) identified that implementation is a key aspect of effectiveness research to understand how well an intervention performs in natural settings, and the importance of this cannot be understated for educational technology. Research that compared instructors who received the same training and instructions and used the same courseware in their courses identified that differing instructor implementation policies had a large impact on overall student engagement with the courseware (Van Campenhout & Kimball, 2021). Given the influence of instructors over student use of their learning resources, it is valuable to investigate specific instructor implementation practices from naturally occurring learning settings that benefit student learning (Hubertz & Van Campenhout, 2022). In addition to identifying successful teaching practices that optimize student use of technology, it is critical to focus on the natural iterative improvement cycles that are part of this teaching and learning process (Sullivan et al., 2020; Van Campenhout & Kessler, 2022).

Methods

Courses and Participants
Two faculty members self-selected Acrobatiq SmartStart courseware (described below) for their courses, Microbial Metabolism (Microbe) and Psychology of Sex and Gender (Psychology). The Microbial Metabolism course is taught by a Burnet School of Biomedical Sciences faculty member and is typically populated by fourth-year students. Five years ago, the Microbial Metabolism course had been taught in a traditional face-to-face, lecture-style teaching model. Before the pandemic, the instructor then changed the course to a hybrid model (mix-mode) using some of the same traditional lecture format before finally adopting a flipped-blended hybrid model where all the lectures were prerecorded, and active learning exercises were implemented during face-to-face classroom sessions. After a year of using the flipped-blended hybrid model, the AI-generated courseware was adopted to help students learn the material better because moving from traditional lectures to the flipped-blended hybrid model without courseware only slightly increased the student’s learning outcomes.

The Psychology of Sex and Gender course had previously been called Psychology of Women and used a different text. The instructor’s choice to switch to Acrobatiq courseware was largely driven by the need to have a textbook with more contemporary content and research, and
to have adaptive courseware with that title. The UCF Center for Distributed Learning and Pegasus Innovation Lab aided in identifying the courseware options and the ability to turn the Psychology of Sex and Gender e-textbook into courseware through Acrobatiq’s SmartStart process was an advantage. This type of niche subject—much like the Microbe textbook—does not typically come with custom courseware, so the ability to create it was ideal. The learn by doing approach of courseware would also be beneficial for this textbook in particular, as historically the psychology students struggled more with the biology-intensive content included in this new textbook compared to the previous title. This Psychology course was taught entirely online with synchronous class sessions, but in a flipped blended model. Students were primarily third- and fourth-year students but also nearly 70% of students were transfer students from other smaller schools.

Courseware. The courseware used for both courses was generated using the SmartStart process (Dittel et al., 2018) that applies artificial intelligence to an e-textbook to transform it into courseware (Jerome et al., 2021). The development of automatic question generation systems has become a popular research area, given the broad potential for application in education (Kurdi et al., 2020), including for use as formative practice. This automatic question generation system uses the e-textbook to create the volume of formative practice needed to engage students in the learn by doing method. Two different types of questions are generated (as seen in Figure 1): fill-in-the-blank (FITB), where students must type in a missing term, and matching, where students drag and drop three available terms to the correct locations in a sentence. The FITB questions are a recall cognitive process dimension on Bloom’s Taxonomy while the matching are a recognition type (Anderson et al., 2001), and both of these types have been long researched for their learning benefits (Andrew & Bird, 1938). The Psychology of Sex and Gender textbook (Bosson et al., 2019) was used for the SmartStart process and produced over 600 formative practice questions. The Microbe textbook (Swanson et al., 2016) was used to produce over 400 questions. Research on these automatically generated questions compared them to human-authored questions and found no meaningful difference in engagement, difficulty, and persistence performance metrics (Van Campenhout, Dittel, et al., 2021) as well as question discrimination (Johnson et al., 2022).

To take full advantage of other features of the courseware platform (i.e., predictive learning estimates and adaptivity), the initial courseware produced with SmartStart was further enhanced by the instructors. For the Psychology course, additional human-authored multiple choice and true/false questions were taken from the textbook ancillary material and added as formative practice. For Microbe, some additional questions were added from ancillary materials and some were written by the instructor. In addition to the research that did not indicate a difference in performance of the automatically generated and human-authored questions (Van Campenhout, Dittel, et al., 2021), the instructor noted that it became difficult to distinguish which questions were generated and which were written (with the exception of the extraordinarily difficult questions written specifically to challenge students). Adaptive activities were written for the most challenging chapters of content in both courses. Designed to scaffold based on each student’s predictive learning estimate, the adaptive activities have been shown to improve outcomes (Van Campenhout et al., 2020). The faculty and instructional designers wrote the adaptive activities to assist students with the most challenging content where they would most need scaffolded support. Creating the adaptive components was also made more feasible in a short time because the bulk of the formative practice was automatically generated. Instead of
spending copious amounts of time writing and implementing the foundational reading comprehension questions, the instructors and instructional designers could focus on the scaffolding and conceptualization of the adaptive activities.

**Implementation and Results**

**Microbe**

The Microbe course had historically been taught as a face-to-face, lecture-style course attended by a large class of students as a part of their program of study. This approach is common and likely familiar to most faculty members. However, research has shown a significant benefit to student learning when a flipped-blended model is used for teaching and learning, where students use technology outside the class to learn the content and in-class time is led by instructors to expand student knowledge and provide feedback (Margulieux et al., 2015). Therefore, as the instructor changed to a hybrid (virtual and in-person) approach and flipped the classroom, the learning resource needed to provide more engagement for students and resources for the instructor.

The courseware was first used was the Fall of 2020. Students were assigned the courseware as they would have been assigned the e-textbook. During this first semester, the instructor did not provide any incentivization in the form of points or a grade for the courseware’s “Learn by Doing” formative practice activities on the lesson pages (Figure 1), expecting that because students had the courseware, they would take advantage of it. Points were assigned in the first semester for completing the summative chapter quiz and the Personal Practice (adaptive activity) questions. Data gathered by the courseware platform were used to create engagement graphs that showed how many students (x-axis) read and did practice on each lesson page of the courseware (y-axis). In Figure 2, the fluctuation of the blue dots on the vertical axis means students chose to read some pages but not others in an inconsistent pattern. The lower red dots show that of the students who did read the lesson pages, only some of those students did the practice available. General attrition is seen over the course of the semester, which is typical as students use their learning resources less over time.

**Figure 2**

*The Microbe Fall 2020 Engagement Graph.*
Prior to the next semester, Spring of 2021, the instructor made some changes to how the courseware was implemented, with a goal of increasing student engagement. Thirty points were assigned to completing a minimum threshold of 80% of the formative practice in the courseware. This incentive had a visible change in student engagement, as seen in Figure 3. Student engagement was more consistent for both reading and doing throughout the courseware than the previous semester. While some students still did not do practice on pages, this proportion is visibly smaller than the previous semester.

Figure 3
The Microbe Spring 2021 Engagement Graph.

Table 1 presents the raw scores for the three exams and the final in the Microbes course. The Fall 2020 course was the largest of the semesters included, and first to use the courseware. The Spring 2021 course shows lower mean scores than the previous term. However, as a course that has been run every spring and fall term, the lower mean scores for the spring semester are consistent with prior spring courses and so therefore are not particularly unusual. The Fall 2021 course shows similar mean scores to those of Fall 2020 with the notable trend of higher low scores on ranges. When students took their time on the formative assessments, summative quizzes, and adaptive activities, students’ exam scores and outcomes tended to improve. Unfortunately, not all students took their time and those who rushed through the assignments had exam scores that reflected this.
Students also verbalized to the instructor increased confidence on the exams after having done the courseware practice, a marked shift in attitude toward assessments from previous years. In addition, the quality of student engagement in class and online increased. Students asked more in-depth questions and responded to peers in discussion boards with more detail. Exams provide one measure of student learning, but the qualitative observation of student interactions both in virtual and in-person settings can also reveal a change in the depth of understanding students acquire.

**Psychology**

The Psychology of Sex and Gender course had been taught in an entirely online format with large sections, so the instructor was accustomed to teaching and learning with a flipped-blended format and interactive digital resources. The first section of the Psychology course taught with the courseware was in the Spring of 2020. The instructor assigned sections, posted reminders in the learning management system, and reminded students to do the courseware in class as well. In addition, two percentage points were assigned to completing a minimum of 85% of the practice in the course. The engagement graph (Figure 4) shows overall attrition in student engagement as the course progresses as well as within units, which, as noted previously, is typical engagement behavior. A small number of students read the pages but did not do the practice. The green summative assessment dots floating well above the nearest blue reading dots indicate a large portion of students entered the courseware only to take the assessments.
The Psychology instructor similarly updated implementation practices for the following run of the course in the Spring of 2021. In addition to increased emphasis on the benefit of practice, 20% of the students’ grade would be accounted for by completing a minimum of 85% of the practice. As seen in Figure 5, the engagement graph is closer to a horizontal line; the majority of students engaged with almost the entire courseware. The red practice dots are also next to or on top of the blue reading dots, which means nearly all students who read the pages also did the practice.

In addition to increasing student engagement, exam scores also rose over the semesters. As seen in Table 2, the Fall 2019 semester—when only the e-textbook was used—shows the lowest mean scores for each exam. The Spring 2020 semester when the courseware was first used shows an increase in exam scores, while the Spring 2021 semester (when more points were
assigned and more students did the practice) shows even higher mean exam scores. As seen in the Microbe course, the lowest scores in the ranges also increased for each semester. These results strongly relate to the dramatic changes in student engagement visible in Figure 5.

Table 2
Student Exam Scores for Psychology from 2019 through 2021.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exam 1</th>
<th>Exam 2</th>
<th>Exam 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2019</strong></td>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score Range</td>
<td>39–101%</td>
<td>12–104%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n Students</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring 2020</strong></td>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score Range</td>
<td>23–98%</td>
<td>24–104%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n Students</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring 2021</strong></td>
<td>Mean Score</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score Range</td>
<td>43–102%</td>
<td>42–102%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n Students</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

Students are best served when educators use learning technology as a tool. While advances in the learning sciences have led to more comprehensive and effective learning resources, they are best optimized by instructors for each specific learning context. The AI-generated courseware combines textbook content in niche subjects with large volumes of formative practice questions, enabling students to engage in learning by doing. The AI-generated courseware was beneficial to instructors first in that courseware for these niche titles did not exist previously, but second in that the automatically generated questions allowed them to spend their development time on targeted adaptivity. Years of teaching experience give faculty members unparalleled insight into where and how students struggle with content, and both instructors were able to apply their knowledge to tailor the courseware. Even the context of the teaching model and student characteristics were considered when instructors considered how to utilize the courseware in their teaching practice.

Iterative improvement is also a natural process of teaching and learning. Both faculty members believe in changing various components of teaching over time to better student outcomes—whether that is a new textbook, a new teaching model, or a new learning technology. The changes made in the implementation of the courseware over several semesters impacted student engagement and learning outcomes. Natural learning contexts differ greatly from controlled experiments; in these environments it is the instructor who is in the best position to identify the unique circumstances and provide the best conditions for learning. Iterative changes over time are an indication of student-centered teaching practices. It is also worth noting that though the addition of courseware as a learning resource and the changes in teaching practice were done to benefit students, faculty members also found that adding the courseware to a flipped-blended model had surprising advantages. Work-life balance improved and enjoyment of teaching increased. Research in teaching and learning often focuses more on learning, but future research should also focus on iterative improvements that can benefit instructor satisfaction as well. Given how impactful educators are on student engagement and outcomes, instructor perceptions and satisfaction deserve increased consideration.
Finally, this paper showcases the advances in teaching and learning research that can be identified when educational institutions and educational technology companies partner to share data and findings. The courseware platform provides enormous quantities of data for analysis that can advance what is known about the science of learning. Yet not all meaningful data can be collected via technology. Faculty members were able to identify qualitative changes in their students, such as increased engagement, preparedness, and satisfaction. Student-to-student interactions in online discussion boards improved, indicating that there are secondary benefits to a learn by doing approach outside of assessments. Instructors were also able to monitor data through dashboards and take steps to identify struggling students not previously available, which can have a meaningful impact on those specific students. Those same data dashboards identified where the entire class struggled with course content, which allowed the instructors to specifically target that content for additional explanation and practice. Combined data sources reveal how instructor implementation practices can change student engagement and scores. Further collaboration on future research could include investigating the impact of learning by doing for specific groups of students, the benefits of prerequisite adaptive testing, and methods of increasing instructor enjoyment and satisfaction during teaching and learning.
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